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1  INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 
 
 
Dear Student 

 
 
This tutorial letter contains important information about your assignments and the 

examination. Please read it carefully and keep it in a safe place. 

 
2  FEEDBACK ON THE ASSIGNMENTS 

 
 
In this tutorial letter, we give you the guidelines that we used for marking the 

answers to both Assignment 01 and Assignment 02. Please, read through these 

answers as they will give you an indication of what was expected from you in each 

assignment. 

 
First, an important note about the writer’s journal: please note that no 

writer’s journal was required for this year. 

 

ASSIGNMENT 01 

 
Assignment 01 is a multiple-choice assignment with a total of 20 questions. The 

questions are based on all the study units in Study Guide 1. You also had to refer to 

Study Guide 2 when instructed to do so. Each question had only one correct answer. 

The suggested alternatives would often have seemed equally acceptable to you. You 

had to study the study guides to get to the correct answers. 

 

The multiple-choice assignment must be answered on a mark-reading sheet that was 

included in the package. You were also required to study the brochure my Studies @ 

Unisa for information on how to use and complete a mark-reading sheet. 

 

Although students may work together when preparing assignments, each student 

must submit his or her own work. It is illegal to publish the answers on the 

Announcement forum for other students to copy. By doing so you are not being 

honest in your attempt to reproduce your own efforts! Please refrain from supplying 

the answers on your network as anyone doing so will be severely punished.  
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Well done to the students who submitted their own work and achieved high scores.  

The key to the correct answers:   

1 4 1 4 4 3 3 2 1 2 3 3 3 2 3 11 2 4 1     (20) 

 

Assignment 02 

Memo for LPENGTS ASSIGNMENT 02:  23 June 2017 

Question 1:  Mind map 20 marks 

 

(Centre block = 2 marks, one mark each for each of the other blocks and 5 marks for overall 

impression)          (20) 

Question 2:   

2.1 Appreciative listening: is listening for the pleasure of sounds of the experience. For example, 

teachers and students may like to listen to the school choir or band, to listen to plays and poetry 

readings and so forth. (2) 

2.2 Informative listening: is listening for specific data. In our day-to-day living, examples could be 

listening to the weather report or for directions to a friend’s house. Most of the listening that learners 

are expected to do in class is this kind of listening. (2) 

2.3 Empathic listening: involves listening to experience the feelings of others. To be able to teach the 

child, not the subject, a teacher must be able to empathise, otherwise she cannot understand 

children’s difficulties or be able to help them overcome these problems so that learning can take 

place. (2) 

2.4 Evaluative listening: is listening to determine the value or accuracy of information. It is a diagnostic 

tool that helps the teacher to find out whether students understand, what they understand and what 
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they do not. Learner must also practise evaluative listening in the process of making meaning out of 

what they hear. (2) 

2.5: One example of informative listening (weather report/financial reports)  and one example of 

evaluative listening. (Asking questions/ testing knowledge)  (One mark each for correct example. )

       (10) 

 

 

Question 3 

 3.1  written plus graphic 

 3.2 young people 

 3.3 seeks to persuade 

 3.4 Between a seller and a buyer 

 3.5 Commercial situation   ( 2 each = 10) 

Question 4 

4.1 

Scanning: Scanning is basically skimming with a more tightly focused purpose(1): skimming to locate a 

particular fact or figure (1), or to see whether this text mentions a subject you’re researching.(1) 

Scanning is essential in the writing of research papers(1), when you may need to look through 

many articles and books (1) in order to find the material you need (1). Keep a specific set of goals 

in mind as you scan the text (1), and avoid becoming distracted by other material (1). You can note 

what you’d like to return to later when you do have time to read further (1), and use scanning 

to move ahead in your research project (1).           (10) 

4.2 Contents page – (5 marks) 

The ten questions to practise your reading strategy. They should be challenging questions and 

different.  Please refrain from asking the same type of questions repeatedly.  [1½ each].   (15) 

Question 5 

5.1 Highest average mark:  FS 

 5.2 verification statistic be interpreted with caution:   LP 

5.3 National average for all provinces in 2013.   58.8% (remember to use the percentage 

symbol) 

 5.4 What common change do you see?:  Higher than the previous year. 
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5.5  Which province from 2012 to 2013 showed the highest improvement in average    

mark?:   MP         

        (2 each = 10) 

 

Question 6 

6.1  Students must list 5 characteristics of good questions as follows (2 marks for each point) 

•They should be worded in clear, concise, and suitable terms to fit the abilities and ages of the 

students. (2) 

•They should avoid vague, general queries. (2) 

The most common type of weak question begins with ‘What about…?’ Vague queries such as ‘Are 

there any questions?’ also fails to elicit a response. Make the questions more specific, e.g.: ‘What 

causes the earth to rotate on its axis?’ (2) 

•Questions should be asked in a quiet encouraging manner.  

Do not fire questions like pistol shots, and do not interrogate students as if you were a policeman 

torturing them for information. Students need to be at ease and free from tension. (2) 

•Key questions should be well worded and thought out in advance. However there should be 

flexibility. If necessary, the teacher should be able to deviate from a pre-planned discussion to allow 

for unexpected questions from students. (2) 

•Questions should elicit complete responses, not just ‘yes’ or ‘no’. Ask a few significant questions 

during a discussion period rather than many that require only the memorisation of unimportant detail. 

•Questions should be varied in type. Questions may be asked to elicit simple recall, comparison and 

contrast, choice of alternatives, classification, illustration or example, or to present a relationship. 

Other types may ask the students to describe, outline, or organise ideas in any of several ways.”  

Any five, two marks each.         (10) 

 

6.2  Recall Questions:  Memory questions to recall or recognise information, phrases used are: 

Who was, Who said, What is, When did. How many, Find what, List the; and Where did. (5) 

6.3 processing Questions: Change in formation into different symbolic form and find relationships 

such as cause and effect, Key words are:  Briefly retell; Draw a map/picture/diagram, etc. (5) 

         Total:  100 
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3 THE EXAMINATION 
 
You will write a two-hour examination that will count for a total of 100 marks. The 

examination paper will consist of three sections, namely: 

 Section A: 70 marks 

 Section B: 10 marks 

 Section C: 20 marks 
 
The examination contains both short and long questions. 

 
 
For the examination, you must do the following: 

 
 

• study Assignment 01 

• study Assignment 02  

• study this tutorial letter (read the suggested answers to the assignment 

questions) 

• read and have an understanding of the introduction and all the study units in 

Study Guide 1 

• have a thorough understanding of the following study units in Study Guide 1: 
 

Study Unit Three  

Study Unit Four 

Study Unit Five  

Study Unit Seven  

Study Unit Eight 

Study Unit Ten 
 
NB: If you are asked to refer to Study Guide 2 when you work through these 
study units, please do so, as it will help you to find practical examples of how to 
apply the contents of Study Guide 1. 

 
 
If you have to sit for the supplementary examination in January/February 
2018, you may follow the same guidelines. 

 
 
 
4 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

 
 
We trust that this tutorial letter will help you to prepare for the examination and 

wish you all the best for the examination. 

 
If you have any further questions regarding your preparation for the examination, 

feel free to contact us, as follows: 
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Primary Lecturer: Dr WM Liebenberg 
E-mail: liebewm@unisa.ac.za 
Telephone: 012 4292869 
 
OR 
 
Lecturer: Ms ZK Moichela 
E-mail: moichkz@unisa.ac.za 
Telephone: 012 352 4135 

mailto:liebewm@unisa.ac.za

